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Arevolution is taking place in plant genetics.

Exciting new molecular techniques are

being developed which will aid our

understanding and accelerate conventional plant

breeding. At IGER we are applying this technology

to the genetics of forage grass breeding.

Lolium perenne, otherwise known as perennial

ryegrass, is the single most important forage grass

species in UK agriculture. It is grown for grazing and

for conservation as silage and hay on a range of soil

types and in a variety of climatic conditions. A

related species, Festuca pratensis (meadow fescue),

is more widely grown in northern Europe, especially

Scandinavia, as it is better adapted to harsh winters

than L. perenne. 

The two species are complementary in many ways -

in traits where one species excels the other is poor.

This combination of opposites is not only a delight to

the plant geneticist, but also has great practical

potential in the selection of traits which have

agronomic significance. In plant breeding, if one

species is crossed with another, the different

characters from the two parents will segregate in the

offspring of the hybrid. We have been working on
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Figure 2.1.  Crossing scheme for the generation of a Lolium perenne/Festuca pratensis introgression population.  (*4x = tetraploid; 3x =
triploid;  2x = diploid). The 'ploidy' of an organism is a measure of the number of complete chromosome, or gene sets that an individual has.
Thus, a tetraploid grass has 4 sets of chromosomes, whereas a diploid grass only has 2.  Variation in 'ploidy' is commonly found in plant
species and the deliberate  manipulation of 'ploidy' is a commonly used tool in plant breeding , e.g. the tetraploid L. perenne parent used in
this crossing scheme was created from the normal diploid type by induced chromosome doubling.



'interspecific' hybrids, created when L. perenne is

crossed with F. pratensis, to determine the genetic

basis for a number of agriculturally important

characters. 

Molecular technology
A number of techniques are being developed which

allow the geneticist to test whether particular genes

or sections of chromosomal DNA are present in the

genome of any species. A particular example, used in

forensic medicine, employs various types of

molecular markers and is known as 'genetic

fingerprinting'.  Generally speaking, techniques

based on molecular markers exploit small

differences in the DNA sequences of individuals and,

when working with defined population types, can be

used to make accurate estimations of the inheritance

of chromosomal regions and to tag individual genes.

Our objective is to identify molecular markers

closely linked to particular agronomic traits in the

offspring of the interspecific hybrids (described

above).  These markers can then be used to identify

plants which possess the trait without laborious

testing.   We have found that most of the marker

systems commonly used show differences between

L. perenne and F. pratensis and have developed

suitable populations for their application.

The chromosomes of grasses can easily be seen

under the microscope. We have applied a new

technique called Genomic In Situ Hybridisation

(GISH) to Lolium - Festuca hybrids which allows

the observer to see which parts of the chromosomes

come from which parent. In effect DNA from one

species (e.g. L. perenne) is labelled one colour, while

DNA from the other species (F. pratensis), is
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Figure 2.2  Genomic In Situ Hybridisation (GISH), or chromosome painting, can be used to distinguish chromosomes from different species
within the Lolium / Festuca complex. Here chromosomes from one species are coloured pink, and those from the other, blue.



labelled another colour and this coloured DNA is

used to 'paint' the chromosomes.  

By combining the high resolution, molecular marker

approach with the cytological approach (GISH), it

will be possible to develop models which will enable

us to assess the feasibility of transferring genes to

and from L. perenne and F. pratensis in the future.

Developing Introgression Populations
Sexual reproduction is all about the transfer,

exchange and pooling of genes. The offspring inherit

some genes from both parents. At the genetic level,

the term introgression is used to describe the

substitution of a chromosomal region from one

species with the equivalent chromosomal region

from another species.  In order for this to be

achieved, the two species have to be able, initially, to

form a hybrid in which genetic exchange can take

place and from which offspring can be obtained.  In

Lolium-Festuca, fertile hybrids are formed between

a tetraploid (4 complete chromosome sets) L.

perenne and a diploid (2 complete chromosome sets)

F. pratensis. This cross-species hybridisation can be

used to generate an introgression population as

outlined in the crossing scheme detailed in Figure

2.1. 

The triploid hybrid contains 2 complete

chromosome sets derived from L. perenne and 1

complete chromosome set derived from F. pratensis

(Figure 2.2).  The next step is to cross this hybrid

with one of the original parental species (known as

backcrossing). When the hybrid is crossed again

with  L. perenne, the chromosome complement of

the 'Backcross Generation 1' (BC1) progeny is found

to be predominantly that of L. perenne, but with

some substitution, or introgression, of F. pratensis

chromosome regions into the L. perenne

chromosomes (Figure 2.3).  Because the size,

genetic makeup and number of the 'alien'

introgressions will vary in different BC1 genotypes,

the population as a whole represents a 'library' of

possible different substitutions. The progeny can

then be grown in a variety of conditions to determine

their different phenotypes, that is, an evaluation of

how they perform in agronomic conditions. In each

case, this will reflect the different 'alien' genes which

have been substituted from the donor species.

Progeny displaying the required phenotypes will be

selected for the next stage of the breeding

programme.

Reducing Chromosome Carryover
An F. pratensis chromosome arm introgressed into

the L. perenne background (e.g., Figure 2.3) may

contain just a single gene that is agronomically

beneficial - with the majority of the genes on that

arm likely to be at best neutral, but often detrimental

to the overall agronomic performance. The objective

then is to reduce this 'chromosome carryover' while
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Figure 2.3. 'Painted' chromosomes of a BC1 plant with L. perenne
chromosomes, this time blue, containing a complete introgressed
arm derived from F. pratensis (red).  This individual was used to
generate the range of different genotypes illustrated in Figure 2.4.



retaining the character or gene(s) of interest.  By

choosing a BC1 genotype with an F. pratensis

chromosome arm which has a particular gene that we

are interested in, and backcrossing this genotype

with L. perenne once again (Figure 2.1), it is possible

to generate a series of individuals (the BC2

population) which contain different, smaller

segments of the original introgressed chromosome

arm (Figure 2.4).  Each of these segments will

contain a different complement of F. pratensis genes

and will, therefore, produce a range of new

phenotypes.  At this point only those phenotypes

which exhibit the desired characteristics need be

selected. The degree of chromosome carryover

around the gene conferring the desired characteristic

can be ascertained using molecular tools.  If

required, this chromosome carryover can again be

reduced with a further round of backcrossing,

phenotypic assessment and molecular evaluation.

The Future
Over the last fifty years, 'traditional' plant breeding

has made an enormous difference to the quality,

quantity and variety of foods that we have available

to us.  However, just as the advent of molecular

genetics has revolutionised human health care over

the last decade, it will do the same for plant breeding

over the next decade.  Until recently, the use of

molecular tools in plant breeding was at the

experimental stage and of practical application in

limited situations for only the highest value crop

species.  However, the art of the possible is changing

fast and it is by bringing together the diagnostic

capabilities of modern molecular genetics with the

proven practices of traditional plant breeders that the

next advances will be made.

Contact: huw.thomas@bbsrc.ac.uk
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Figure 2.4.  'Library' of different F. pratensis chromosome segments introgressed into a L. perenne background.  The diagram represents the
actual genotypes recovered in a BC2 population produced as described in Figure 2.1 Green  = L. perenne chromosome. Red  = F. pratensis
introgressed segment.  Horizontal bars represent the position of molecular markers used to track the introgression.
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